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5. Research Center for Radiation Protection

In 1982, Dr. Sakai got a Ph. D. degree majoring in biochemistry from the
University of Tokyo. He worked as a Research Associate in the Department of
Radiation Biophysics, Faculty of Medicine, University of Tokyo (1982-1989),
and then was a Lecturer in the Department of Radiation Oncology, Graduate School
of Medicine, University of Tokyo (1989-1999). The main subjects of his research
at the University of Tokyo were radiation-induced DNA damage and its repair, and
mechanisms of radiation induced cell death. While he worked for the University of
Tokyo, he visited the Genetics Division, Children's Hospital, Harvard Medical
School from 1983 to 1985. The research subject there was gene amplification and
cloning of genes responsible for radiosensitivity. He moved to the Central Research
Institute of Electric Power Industry in 1999 to research biological effects of low
dose radiation. He joined NIRS in 2006.

Kazuo Sakai, Ph. D., Director

The Research Center for Radiation Protection was
newly established in 2006. The aim of the Center is to
provide scientific basis for radiation protection and
safety. Toward this goal, radiation exposure from various
sources is measured, the dose-effect relationships for
various endpoints are examined, and the mechanisms
underlying the effects are investigated. The Research
Center disseminates its research results to promote
public understanding of radiation effects and to encourage
the enactment of more reasonable regulations
concerning the use of radiation. The scope of its
activities are not limited to Japan. The Center has been
appointed a collaborating center by the International
Atomic Energy Agency.

The Research Center consists of 4 Research Groups
(Regulatory Sciences Research Group, Experimental
Radiobiology for Children's Health Research Group,
Radiation Effect Mechanisms Research Group, and
Environmental Radiation Effects Research Group), the
Nakaminato Laboratory for Marine Radioecology, and
the Department of Advanced Technologies for
Radiation Protection Research.

The activities of the Research Groups and the
Nakaminato Laboratory are described in their own
sections of this Report.

The Department of Advanced Technologies for
Radiation Protection Research consists of 4 sections.

In the Advanced Analytical Technology Section
cooperative studies with other research groups in the
Center were carried out to measure trace elements in
environmental and biological samples. Also, the effect
of rhenium concentration on environmental Tc-99
analysis, and a separation and concentration method for
uranium isotope ratio measurements for terrestrial and
rain samples were studied. In The Animal Pathology

Section provided histopathological and diagnostic
support for analyses of radiation-induced murine tumor
model and tumor-xenograft murine model, and some
genetically-engineered mice. Moreover, ultra-high
resolution real time CT imaging techniques was
established for experimental animal research. The
Advanced Animal Research Section has supported
integrated research of molecular and genetic studies
with physiological studies in whole animals. Although
remarkable progress in radiation biology has been made
at genetic, molecular and cellular levels, physiological
analysis of whole animal models is necessary for
extrapolation to human health. The section has
contributed in this area through production of "gene-
modified mice" in which specific radiation-related gene (s)
were introduced or deleted. The Environmental
Radioactivity Survey Section initiated three collaborative
research programs with three universities. These have
involved development of an ultra sensitive radon decay
products measuring system, establishment of a
calibration procedure for radon and its decay products
concentrations and development of a new technique
(detection of Cherenkov radiation) for radon
measurements. In addition to the above, other seven
commissioned projects were given to this section.

In the Research Center 64 permanent and 85
temporary members, together with 69 visiting
scientists have actively conducted research. They
produced 123 original papers, of which 42 represented
the principal contribution and 81 were supportive. The
Center held 3 symposia on timely subjects : modeling
in radiation research, Medaka biology in radiation
research, the other on the effects of the Chernobyl
accident.

As of April 1, Dr. Kazuo Sakai was appointed as the
Director of the Research Center ; Dr. Masahiro Doi as
the Director of the Regulatory Sciences Research
Group ; Dr. Yoshiya Shimada as the Director of the
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Experimental Radiobiology for Children's Health
Research Group ; Dr. Mitsuru Nenoi as the Director
of the Radiation Effect Mechanisms Research Group ;
and Dr. Satoshi Yoshida as the Director of the
Environmental Radiation Effects Research Group.
After Dr. Doi's untimely demise, Dr. Hidenori Yonehara
was appointed as the Director of the Regulatory
Sciences Research Group.
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5.1. Regulatory Sciences Research for Radiation Safety and Protection

Ｄr. Yonehara received a Ph. D. from Shiga University of Medical Science in
1995 for his study on issues of exposure due to residential radon. He joined to NIRS
in 1996 and began working on the studies related to dose evaluation from
environmental radiation. From 2003 to 2006 he worked on development of radiation
safety standards as Director for Radiation Protection Policy in Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT). After returning
to NIRS, he has studied dose evaluation from natural radiation sources as well as
issues related to radiation safety regulation. Since March 2007, he has been
working as Director of the Regulatory Sciences Research Group.

yonehara@nirs. go. jp
Hidenori Yonehara, Ph. D.
Dierector, Regulatory Sciences
Research Group

"Regulatory science" can be considered to be an
integrated science of uniting views of rationality in
science and society. The main objectives of the group
is to summarize scientific based information for
radiation safety regulation and to exchange the
information among different stakeholders to bridge the
gap between science and society. The research
programs are focused on four points :

The group aims to summarize scientific information
on radiation protection provided by NIRS, universities
and other research institutes in order to contribute to
activities of relevant international organizations such as
UNSCEAR, OECD/NEA, and ICRP. The group also
summarizes the information on radiation protection for
dissemination to regulatory authorities and the public.
To share the information with scientific organizations,
regulatory authorities and the public, the group has
constructed a research information network.

The group constructs information databases on risk
assessment for people who are exposed to low dose
radiation and controllable natural radiation sources.
Scientific information on radiological archives of
experimental research, and on the exposures and health
effects of radiation among different human populations,
and on environmental effects of radiation from the
epidemiological studies are collected for the databases.

Using the results of basic research related to the
effects of radiation on health and environment, the
group develops mathematical models for risk evaluation
of health effects due to exposure to controllable natural
radiation sources, medical exposure, and the models
for analysis of radiological effects on the environment.

The group collects case examples in which risk
information on radiation safety is passed on to the
public, and the group analyzes social psychology
findings.

Recently new scientific findings related to the effects
of low dose radiation exposures have been provided by
some epidemiological studies. New reports on the
effects were also published by some committees such
as the BEIR Committee and the French Academy of
Sciences. New scientific information is considered to
be important for discussion of the direction to be taken
for new Safety Standards of radiation protection. The
information will be summarized comprehensively in the
report of UNSCEAR. The group took a key role in
collection of scientific comments on the UNSCEAR
draft from the members of an expert panel committee in
Japan and submitted the comments to the UNSCEAR.
The group also took part in summarizing the comments
from experts in various fields for drafting the new ICRP
Recommendation.

The information from recent studies on the dose-
response relationship of low dose radiation was
summarized. The information on status for industrial
use of naturally occurring radioactive materials
(NORM) was also summarized. Specific radioactivities
of ores and stone materials for industrial use were
investigated in the literature or measured to summarize
the information into a database. The studies on dose
evaluation by means of chromosome aberration in
people who are living in a high background radiation
area in Iran were carried out. Epidemiological studies
were started on possible health effects associated with
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medical exposures during childhood and on lung cancer
associated with residential radon in China.

The group aims to develop two types of mathematical
models for regulatory science. The first is a model for
simulation of carcinogenesis. The main purpose of this
model is to evaluate the radiation risk at low dose
exposure. The second type of model is for evaluation
of the effects of ionizing radiation on environmental
biota and ecosystems, and the effects of other
environmental toxicants.

In FY v2006, we focused on a model of carcinogenesis.
Tumorigenesis often involves exposure to multiple
carcinogens. We constructed a two- stage model, which
consisted of individuals in three states : normal,
intermediate, and malignant. We considered a population
exposed to two carcinogens and examined two
exposure scenarios : [1] separately exposed to two
carcinogens exposed and [2] simultaneous exposure
to two carcinogens. We calculated the incidence rate of
the malignant state, introducing a "synergy index" to
quantify the interaction between the two carcinogens.
We confirmed the results of previous analyses, but we
also calculated a more general situation in which each
carcinogen affected both steps. (a) The carcinogen R
which is exposed first affects the first step, and
carcinogen C which is exposed second affects the
second step. (b) The exposure order is the same with
(a), but effect of carcinogens on the mutation steps is
exchanged. In this case, the effect is qualitatively the
same if the order is reversed. (c) Two carcinogens
are exposed identically. Two carcinogens shows the
synergistic effect in (a) and (c), and the effect is
additive in (b) (Fig. 1)

companies, and the public. Educational material for
airplane crews was developed based on the results of
the dialog seminar with the crews (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 Analysis of synergy effects of multiple carcinogens
by means of two-stage model

The surveys on risk perception of medical radiation
exposure were carried out. In FY 2006, the surveys
for the general public and hospital nurses were
performed and the results were compared with those
from the previous studies. A series of meetings called
a "Dialog Seminar" on themes of the effects from the
Chernobyl accident, the new ICRP recommendation,
and cosmic-ray exposure of aircrews was held to
communicate information on risk among scientists,
persons in regulatory authorities, those in relevant

Fig. 2 A page from the educational material prepared
for airline crews.

1. R. Kanda, M. Minamihisamatsu, S. Tsuji, Y.
Ohmachi, T. Hiraoka, Y. Shimada, T. Ogiu, T.
Ohno, I. Hayata : Investigation of new cytogenetic
biomarkers specific to high-LET radiation using in
vivo and in vitro exposed human lymphocytes,

, 82 (7),
483-491, 2006

2. Y. Fujikawa, M. Shimo, H. Yonehara, et. al :
On the Optimal Regulation Of Technologically-
Enhanced Naturally Occurring Radioactive
Materials, , 41 (2),
99-108, 2006 (in Japanese)

3. I. Kawaguchi, M. Doi, S. Kakinuma, Y. Shimada:
Combined effect of multiple carcinogens, and
synergy index., , 243
(1), 143-151, 2006

4. I. Kawaguchi, A. Sasaki, The wave speed of
intergradation zone in two-species lattice Muellerian
mimicry model., , 243,
594-603, 2006

５．R. Kanda, S. Tsuji, M. Doi, How should be
Made the Planning ofStakeholder Participation for
Decision-making Process-Case Study Report on
Stakeholder Involvements in Japan-,

, 17 (1), 95-104、2007 (in Japanese)
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5.2. Experimental Radiobiology for Children's Health Research Group

Dr. Shimada received a Ph. D. in 1985 from the University of Tokyo. At the
Mizuno Biohoronics Project of JST (1985-1987) and at the Tokyo Metropolitan
Institute of Gerontology (1987-1989), he worked on innate immunity in
carcinogenesis and aging, respectively. Since 1989 at NIRS, he has focused on
molecular and cellular mechanisms of T-cell lymphomagenesis and mammary
carcinogenesis from the viewpoint of combined effect of environmental carcinogens
and the age-at-exposure effect.

y_shimad@nirs. go. jp
Yoshiya Shimada, Ph. D.
Director

With the advent of an era of low birthrate and longevity,
concerns about the safety of fetuses and children have
been growing. Programs to protect the health of fetuses
and children and the safety of the environment are
being instituted, particularly in USA and Europe. These
regulations are mainly directed at foodstuffs and
chemicals. This group carries out studies to provide
information on the risk of carcinogenesis due to
radiation exposure during the fetal and childhood
periods, for which there are at present insufficient data.
Using animal models, we study the effects of radiation
exposure on cancer induction and lifespan shortening.
Final goals of this research group are to propose age-
weighting factors and relative biological effectiveness
(RBE) of neutrons and heavy ions for fetuses and
children for radiation protection.

Fifty female and male B6C3F1 mice per each group,
which have been used in a wide variety of toxicological
studies such as the National Toxicology Program (NTP)
in USA, were exposed to gamma-rays at various ages
during fetal to mature adulthood periods. The ages
examined were pre-implantation (3 days post-conception
(dpc)), major organogenesis (13 dpc), late fetal (17
dpc), neonatal (1 week after birth), prepubertal (3
weeks), post-pubertal (7 weeks) and mature adult
stages (15 weeks). The doses ranged between 0.2 and
4 Gy. With the same protocol, the mice were irradiated
at 0.2 and 2 Gy of carbon ion beams at 13 keV/um.
These mice are now kept under observation. Preliminary
observation indicated that carbon ions were more
potent in reducing lifespan than gamma-rays. Female
mice appeared more susceptible to radiation-induced
lifespan shortening than male mice at the dose of 2 Gy,

but not at 0.2 Gy. The total number of mice exposed
is 2,334 so far.

It is reported that risks for breast cancer is somewhat
higher than those for many other sites and that they
depend markedly on age-at-exposure. In order to see
the age effect on mammary tumors, female Sprague-
Dawley (821 in number) rats, which have been used
as a suitable model of human breast carcinogenesis,
were irradiated with gamma-rays and carbon ions at
doses of 0.2 and 1 Gy. In addition, mammary
tumorigenesis in ApcMin/+ mice was also examined. We
found an enhancement of tumor incidence with
increasing age at exposure. The lung is one of the
important organs for radiological protection of workers
and the public because of its high radiation-associated
cancer risks. To elucidate the age dependence of its
dose-effect relationship, 1, 5 and 15 week-old female
Wistar rats (total 760 animals) were irradiated with X-
rays (200kVp, 20mA) at the thoracic region at doses
of 0, 1, 3 and 5 Gy. For the age effect on induction
of myeloid leukemia, we started gamma-ray irradiation
of postnatal male C3H/Nrs mice at doses between 0.2
and 3Gy. Preliminarly, neonatally irradiated mice with
3Gy developed thymic lymphoma, which was rarely
induced in adult exposure of C3H mice. The age-effect
of tumor induction of liver, Harderian gland, pituitary,
and ovary will be obtained from the study on lifespan
shortening in B6C3F1. We also introduced mutant and
knockout animals such as the Eker rats, and +/-,
Min/+, and -/- mice for the research on the age effect
on tumor development of kidney, brain and intestine.
Detailed histopathological analysis in all animals has

been just started.
Dose and energy distribution of 2MeV fast neutron-
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exposure field in the low-dose radiation effect research
building were characterized and optimized.

In order to investigate the age effect of combined
exposure of radiation and a chemical carcinogen on
pulmonary carcinogenesis, a total of 250 female Wistar
rats were irradiated at infant (1 weeks of age), pubertal
(5 weeks of age) and adult (15 weeks of age) stages
and then received a peritoneal injection (1.0 g/kg body
weight) of N-bis (2-hydroxypropyl) nitrosamine.
These animals will be kept for lifetime. Uterine corpus
cancer, a typical fatal tumor in women, is increasing
in many developed countries. For the age-dependent
effects of irradiation on the uterine carcinogenesis,
Donryu rats, which is a highly-susceptible strain of
uterine cancer, were exposed to gamma-rays at doses
of 0.2 and 2 Gy with or without N-ethyl-N'-nitro-N-
nitrosoguanidine treatment during juvenile (2 weeks
after birth) and adulthood (10 weeks after birth) stages.
To see the combined effect on liver cancer development,
B6C3F1 female mice were irradiated with 2 Gy at 2- and
7-weeks after birth followed by i. p. in ject ion of
diethylnitrosoamine 2 weeks later. All animals used
for combined effect are now under observation and will
be subjected to analysis of tumor incidence and
carcinogenic mechanisms. These results will provide
the information of the relative risk and the
age-weighting factor for radiation-induced carcinogenesis.

We introduced and established the methods for deter-
mining mutation frequency using -delta transgenic
mice and +/- mice. The former mouse system de-
tects small (i. e., point and frameshift) mutations,
while the latter is suitable for detection of large dele-
tions and mitotic recombinations. The chromosome
painting method for mouse T-cell lymphomas has been
also established.

Health effects for children in depleted uranium-polluted
areas and uranium mining areas are of recent concerns.
Uranium and its compounds have the potential to cause
nephrotoxicity. We attempted to apply synchrotron
radiation X-ray fluorescence analysis (SR-XRF) with
nano-probe for determination of precise distribution of
uranium in the kidney. Clear images of uranium in the
epithelium of the proximal tubules, a toxic target site
of uranium, were obtained in the kidney of rats exposed
to uranium.

1. Shizuko Kakinuma, Youtarou Kodama, Yoshiko
Amasaki, Yi Shang, Yutaka Tokairin*, Masami
Arai*, Mayumi Nishimura, Manami Monobe, Shuji
Kojima*, Yoshiya Shimada : is a mutational
target for lymphomagenesis in -deficient mice,

, 2945-2949, 2007.
2. Kazuki Taniguchi, Shizuko Kakinuma, Yutaka

Tokairin*, Masami Arai*, Hiroyuki Kohno*, Keiji
Wakabayashi*, Tatsuhiko Imaoka, Eisaku Ito*,
Morio Koike*, Hiroyuki Uetake*, Mayumi
Nishimura, Kazumi Yamauchi, Kenichi Sugihara*,
Yoshiya Shimada : Mild inflammation accelerates
colon carcinogenesis in - deficient mice,

, 124-130, 2007
3. Takashi Takabatake, Fujikawa Katsuyoshi, Satoshi

Tanaka*, Tokuhisa Hirouchi*, Shingo Nakamura,
Igunasya Tanaka*, Kazuaki Ichinohe, Mikio Saitou,
Shizuko Kakinuma, Mayumi Nishimura, Yoshiya
Shimada, Yoichi Oghiso*, Kimio Tanaka*, et. al :
Array-CGH analyses of murine malignant lymphomas :
Genomic clues to understanding the effects of
chronic exposure to low-dose-rate gamma rays on
lymphomagenesis, , 166,
61-72, 2006

4. Tatsuhiko Imaoka, Mayumi Nishimura, Yukiko
Nishimura, Shizuko Kakinuma, Yoshiya Shimada :
Persistent cell proliferation of terminal end buds
precedes radiation-induced rat mammary carcinogenesis,

, 353-358, 2006
5. Yamada Daisuke, Yoshida Midori, Williams N.

Yuko, Fukami Takeshi, Kikuchi
Shinji, Masuda Mari, Murayama Tomoko, Ohta
Tsutomu, Nakae Dai, Maekawa
Akihiko, Kitamura Tadashi, Murakami Yoshinori :
Disruption of spermatogenic cell adhesion and
male infertility in mice lacking , an
immunogloblin superfamily cell adhesion molecule,

, 3610-3624, 2006
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5.3. Studies on Radiation Effect Mechanisms

Dr. Nenoi received a Ph. D from Kyoto University in 1992 for his study on
induced accumulation of polyubiquitin gene transcripts after UV-irradiation and
TPA-treatment. His research interest is regulation mechanisms of gene
transcription after exposure to DNA damaging agents.

Mitsuru Nenoi, Ph. D.
Director,Radiation Effect Mechaisms
Research Group

Estimation of the low-dose radiation risk has been
made using the high-dose data from atomic bomb
survivors at Hiroshima and Nagasaki under the
assumption that the risk is proportional to the radiation
dose without a threshold. However, we do not
necessarily have the scientific evidence to support this
assumption. We do not have sufficient scientific data on
the effects of low-dose radiation on developmental and
differentiational anomaly either. Because it is now
considered to be difficult to assess the risk of low-dose
radiation from animal experiments or in epidemiological
data, this research group conducts studies on the
mechanism of radiation effects caused by low-dose
radiation. The purpose of this research group is to
derive findings useful in the risk assessment of low-
dose radiation which can be used as a basis for the
development of appropriate regulatory framework. The
following study items are separately investigated by the
four teams.
１）Radiation Carcinogenesis Research Team :

Evaluation of indirect effects of low-dose radiation on
carcinogenesis (carcinogenesis due to changes in the
microenvironment caused by irradiation) and
examination of the involvement of DNA repair
mechanismsinlow-doseradiation-inducedcarcinogenesis.

２）DNA Repair Gene Research Team : Clarification of
low-dose radiation risk-modifying factors in
nonhomologous end-joining DNA-repair and its
molecular mechanism.

３）Developmental and Differentiational Anomaly
Research Team : Verification of the validity of
radiation regulations relating to developmental and
differentiational anomaly by evaluating the effects of
low-dose radiation on abnormalities in neural crest
cell differentiation.

４）Radioadaptive Response Research Team :
Determination of risk modifying factors specific to

low-dose radiation by identifying genes associated
with biological responses to low-dose radiation,
including radioadaptive responses and signal
transduction.

1) Radiation Carcinogenesis Research Team
Chromosomal rearrangements are implicated in the

etiology of T-cell lymphomagenesis and -dependent
and independent pathways participate in mouse thymic
lymphomagenesis. However, theirunderlyingmechanisms
and the connection between these pathways and the
causes of rearrangements of cancer-related genes
remain unknown. We showed molecular mechanisms
for the pathways by clarifying susceptibility of -/-,

-/-, scid, and doubly mutated mice to thymic
lymphomagenesis and abnormalities of oncogene
in thymic lymphomas. -/- mice per se developed
thymic lymphomas via -independent pathway.

-/- mice developed them via both pathways. Scid
mice developed radiation-induced thymic lymphomas
mainly via -independent pathway. Analyses of

rearrangements showed that dependent
mechanisms were the illegitimate V(D) J recombination
and the Rag2-mediated pathway where -cleaved
DNA end and another DNA break were involved. -
independent mechanisms included the microhomology-
mediated end-joining, the nucleotide addition in
deletion, the insertion of intracisternal A particle, inversion,
duplication, andtranslocation. Thesemechanisms functioned
properly according to the defects of mutants in repair
and V (D) J recombination. Total abnormalities of

including rearrangements and mutations
exceeded 80% in thymic lymphomas, making
as themost important oncogenefor thymic lymphomagenesis.
There was no difference in mutation types among
mutants, indicating that mutations occurred
independently of , and genes. High
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susceptibility of -/- mice to lymphomagenesis
suggested the existence of another deficiency-
driven pathway for thymic lymphomagenesis.

Our chief aim of this project is to clarify the induction
mechanism of mutation by radiation. In particular, the
identification of the modulatory factor (s) for a low-dose
radiation risk in non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ)
and the elucidation of the molecular mechanism (s)
involved with those factor (s) are the focus of our interest.
DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) can arise frommultiple
sources including ionizing radiation (IR), and are the
most serious DNA damage. NHEJ, which is a simple
mechanism to piece together the broken DNA ends, can
function in all phases of the cell cycle and it appears as
the major repair pathway in mammalian cells. In the
current study, we carried out the generation and
characterization of NHEJ-related gene deficient human
cell lines to define the biological roles of NHEJ-related
genes on DNA damage induced by IR.

We have produced cells that bear a disrupted NHEJ-
related gene, such as , and , by
using a gene-targeting technique in a human colon
tumor cell line (HCT116). Proliferation rates were
slightly slower in all of the cell lines deficient for NHEJ-
related genes than in the wild type cells, although no
morphological difference was observed between the
cell lines. The highest survival rate was exhibited in
the wild type cells (D10 = 3.9 Gy) and the lowest was
in -/- cells (D10 = 1.2 Gy) in the cell survival
assay after X-ray irradiation, while -/- cells (D10

= 1.5 Gy) and -/- cells (D10 = 2.2 Gy) showed
intermediated radio-sensitivities between the wild and

-/- cells. Formation of -H2AX foci, which appear
to be true markers of DSBs, increased in a dose-
dependent manner for X-rays and the number of foci
peaked at 30 min after X-ray-exposure in all cell lines.
In the wild type cells, -H2AX foci, then, disappeared
gradually as time passed and returned to the basal level
within 4 hr. On the other hand, a slower disappearance
of the induced foci was shown and a number of foci still
remained at 4 hr after X-ray irradiation in -/- and

-/- cells. These results suggested that deficiencies
of NHEJ-related genes caused deteriorations of the -
H2AX foci-associated events, probably a DNA DSB
repair process and in turn became a significant reason
for the radio-sensitivity of these cells. The NHEJ-
related gene deficient human cell lines established in
this study should contribute to further understanding of
the profile of DNA damage and repair in radiation
biology.

The purpose of our team is to investigate the
threshold of the definitive effects of low-dose radiations
by studying their effects on the development of neural
crest-derived cells. In addition, we aim to elucidate
the mechanism of the effects of low-dose radiations on
the development of neural crest-derived cells at cellular
and molecular levels.

Pregnant females of C57BL/10JHir mice at 9 days of
gestation were whole-body irradiated with a single
acute dose of silicon ion radiation. The effect was
studied by scoring changes in the prenatal and postnatal
development of the mice as well as in their pigmentation in
prenatal hair follicles and cutaneous coats 22 days after
birth. The frequency of abnormalities in the fore and
hind legs, tails and eyes as well as of hemorrhage was
increased as dose increased and the number of embryos
as well as the body weight of the 18-day-old embryos
decreased. The percentage of births, the survival to
day 22 and the body weight at day 22 were also reduced.
By comparing the survival to day 22 for silicon ion
radiation with that of -rays, the former was more than
twice as effective. In 18-day-old embryos, the
development of hair follicles was delayed as dose
increased. The frequency and the size of the white
spots in the mid-ventrum increased in the irradiated
mice. Silicon ion radiation was more effective than -
ray radiation and the former seemed to have a greater
effect on prenatal and postnatal development of mice as
well as on the melanocyte development.

Exposure to sublethal doses of ionizing radiation can
induce protective mechanisms against a subsequent
higher dose irradiation. This phenomenon, called
radiation-induced adaptive response (AR), has been
described in a wide range of biological models. We
previously demonstrated the existence of AR in mice
during late organogenesis. In this study, we
investigated molecular mechanisms underlying AR in
this model. Using DNA microarrays, we performed a
global analysis of transcriptome regulations in adapted
and non-adapted cells collected from whole mouse
fetuses, after exposure to priming irradiation.
We identified AR-specific gene modulations. Our results
suggested the involvement of signal transduction and
p53-related pathways in the induction of AR. Our
results are in agreement with previous investigations
showing that AR could be dependent on p53 activity.
The observed gene modulations may also have possible
consequences for subsequent developmental process of
the foetus. This is the first report of AR-specific
modulations at the molecular level , and should
serve as a basis for subsequent studies aimed at
understanding AR in this model and possible long term
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effects.

1. Takahagi, M. and Tatsumi, K. Aggregative
organization enhances the DNA end-joining process
that is mediated by DNA-dependent protein kinase.

., 273, 3063-3075, 2006.
2. Hirobe, T. and Abe, H. The slaty mutation affects

the morphology and maturation of melanosomes in
the mouse melanocytes. , 19,
454-459, 2006.

3. Sugaya, K., Hongo, E., Ishihara, Y. and Tsuji,
H. The conserved role of Smu1 in splicing is
characterized in its mammalian temperature-
sensitive mutant. , 119,
4944-4951, 2006.

4. Wang, B., Murakami, M., Eguchi-Kasai, K.,
Nojima, K., Shang, Y., Tanaka, K., Watanabe,
K., Fujita, K., Moreno, S. G.., Coffigny, H.
and Hayata, I. Effects of prenatal irradiation with an
accelerated heavy-ion beam on postnatal
development in rats : II. Further study on
neurophysiologic alterations.

, 39, 994-1003, 2007.
5. Nenoi, M., Daino, K., Ichimura, S., Takahashi,

S. and Akuta, T. : Low-dose radiation response of
the p21WAF1/CIP1 gene promoter transduced by adeno-
associated virus vector. ., 38,
553-564, 2006.

Figure 1, Studies on Radiation Effect Mechanisms

Formation and disappearance of g-H2AX foci in NHEJ-
related gene deficient cells after X-irradiation. Cells re-
ceived X-irradiation with various doses (0-2 Gy) indi-
cated, and g-H2AX was visualized with a specific 1st
antibody and a fluorescein-conjugated 2nd antibody at
30 min after the irradiation (Left panel). g-H2AX was
also visualized in the cells at the indicated time after the
exposure to X-rays (3 Gy) (Right panel).

Figure 2, Studies on Radiation Effect Mechanisms

Dose dependence of the frequency of ventral white
spots of the 22-day-old mice. Pregnant females were
treated with a single irradiation of gamma-rays, carbon-
ions, silicon-ions, and Fe ions at different doses on 9
days of gestation
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5.4. Studies on Environmental Radiation Effects

: 1983, Yokohama National University (BE in safety engineering) ;
1985, Tokyo Institute of Technology (ME in environmental chemistry) ; 1989,
Tokyo Institute of Technology (Ph. D. in environmental chemistry)

: 1989-present, National Institute of Radiological Sciences
: Radioecology, environmental chemistry, and ecotoxicology.

s_yoshid@nirs. go. jp

Satoshi Yoshida, Ph. D., Director
Environmental Radiation Effects
Research Group

The recent rapid changes in energy production
systems and life styles of people worldwide have made
the environmental radiation research even more
important. In order to satisfy the needs for radiation
safety and regulations, this research group aims to
investigate three subjects related to environmental
radiation and radioactivity, i. e. 1) effects of radiation
on organisms and ecosystems, 2) exposure of public
to natural radiation, and 3) marine dynamics of
important radionuclides. The group consists of five
research teams : Terrestrial Radiation Ecotoxicology
Research Team, Aquatic Radiation Ecotoxicology
Research Team, Natural Radiation Exposure Research
Team, Cosmic Radiation Exposure Research Team, and
Marine Radioecology Research Team. The following
describes the progress of each of these teams during FY
2006.

While the importance of radiological protection of the
environment based on scientific principles is increasingly
recognized internationally as environmental issues
garner more attention, the relevant scientific data are
extremely limited. This group conducts studies to
evaluate the effects of radiation on representative
terrestrial and aquatic organisms as well as studies to
estimate radiation dose on those environmental
organisms. In addition, the group develops methods
to evaluate the ecological effects of radiation using
experimental model ecosystems containing various
species.

( : Yoshihisa Kubota)
Among terrestrial organisms, plants (particularly

cedar tree), fungi, earthworms and collembolans were
selected to study. Cedar and pine trees are known to
be radiosensitive and the latter experienced excessive
radiation damage in the Chernobyl accident. Fungi,
earthworms and collembolans are all soil organisms and
have been recognized to play very important roles in
the maintenance of the terrestrial ecosystem. The
accumulation of data on the radiation effects of these
organisms should be useful to understand the impact of
radiation on ecosystems. The study on the radiation
effect of collembolans had the most progress. Dose-
effect relationships of gamma radiation on the survival,
growth, and reproduction of (one
species of collembolans) were studied in a standard
laboratory test for chemical toxicity.
was acutely irradiated, and subsequent survival, growth
in body length, and number of neonate juveniles
produced by irradiated specimens were examined. The
50% lethal dose (LD50) was 1360 Gy, and the 10%
and 50% effective doses (ED10 and ED50) for growth
were 32 and 144 Gy, respectively. The ED10 and ED50
values for reproduction were 7 and 22 Gy, respectively,
indicating that the reproductive damage was most
sensitive radiation effect seen in collembolans. The
same trend was also observed in earthworm,

.
(

: Hiroshi Takeda)
The studies on the radiation effects of aquatic

ecosystems at various end points were carried out by
using some selected organisms and experimental
model ecosystems.

The radiation effects on developing brains of Medaka
( ) were examined under a
stereomicroscope in living embryos until hatching.
Medaka embryos at 25 - 26 and 28 - 30 stages were
irradiated with a single acute dose of 10 Gy of X-ray,
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which is lower than the 50% lethal dose (LD50) of the
embryos. All the irradiated embryos survived ;
however, from 6 to 35 h after X-ray irradiation, massive
clusters of dead cells were observed either in the entire
brain region or mainly in the optic tectum. These dead
cells disappeared thereafter, and the irradiated embryos
continued to develop apparently normally. The grown
irradiated embryos, however, had smaller brains and
eyes than the non-irradiated control embryos. At
hatching, the irradiated embryos exhibited histological
abnormalities in the brain, particularly in the torus
longitudinalis, and in the retina, although most of them
hatched normally. The results indicate that brain cell
death and a reduced brain size can be observed in living
irradiated embryos, and suggest that the Medaka
embryo is useful for screening the developmental
neurotoxicity effects of various hazardous factors.

In order to investigate the radiation effects on
ecosystem functioning, paddy soil samples flooded with
well water were exposed to gamma rays with a dose
rate of 1 Gy day-1 for 10 days. After day 5 of the
exposure, a brownish discoloration was observed in the
supernatants and its presence continued until day 10.
To determine the factor causing the discoloration,
minerals in the supernatants were analyzed by the
droplet PIXE system. The results showed that the
amount of dissolved iron in the irradiated samples was
significantly smaller compared to that in the non-
irradiated control samples. It was demonstrated that
irradiation reduced the concentration of dissolved iron
in the soil ecosystem. Iron is an essential trace nutrient
for plants, and thus the amount of dissolved iron is one
of the aspects of ecosystem functioning. Effects of
irradiation on the dissolved iron could give a change in
soil ecosystem through the depression of iron flux in
the long term.

Since natural radioactive substances and cosmic
radiation at high altitude contribute greatly to the
radiation dose received by the general public, it is
necessary to quantify the actual level of exposure and to
document its features. The group therefore investigates
the concentration and exposure doses of radon (222Rn),
thoron (220Rn), and related radionuclides, mainly in
areas with high natural radiation, and analyzes the
results together with epidemiological data. The group
also aims to collect scientific information on dose and
effects of cosmic radiation in aircraft and to provide
them in an intelligible way for the general public such as
on the Internet.

(
: Shinji Tokonami)

The team aims to investigate exposure aspects of

natural radiation sources and to develop a method to
control their exposures. The team was especially active
in making radon and thoron measurements in Hungary
because the country has some naturally high radon
areas. Hungarian detectors modified and developed by
NIRS were placed at different sites, including in village
dwellings and in a manganese mine in Hungary, in order
to gain information on the average radon and thoron
concentration levels. This was the first time parallel
measurements of radon and thoron made in Europe.
The radon and thoron concentrations in the village
dwellings in the summer were found 154 (17 - 1083)
and 98 (1 - 714) Bq m-3, respectively. Considering
the results of other radon measurements during the
winter (814 Bq m-3) and summer (182 Bq m-3), the
thoron concentrations were also expected to be higher
in winter. In the manganese mine, radon and thoron
were measured at 20 points for 6 months, changing the
detectors each month. The averages were 924 (308 -
1639) and 221 (61 - 510) Bq m-3 for radon and thoron,
respectively. These results showed significant variance
with the date and place of the measurement. Further
investigation is required.

(
: Hiroshi Yasuda)

More than 16 million Japanese people go abroad
every year using aircraft and about 20 thousand
members are working as aircraft crew in Japanese
airline companies. At high altitude, they are exposed
to enhanced cosmic radiation, and additional radiation
dose can exceed 1 mSv per year. However, the situation
and the health effects of cosmic radiation exposure are
still uncertain. The team thus makes efforts to collect
scientific information on dose and effects of cosmic
radiation and also to provide them in an easy-to-
understand way by the general public. Major tasks are
(1) calculation of route doses (effective doses received
in aircraft) using the most up-to-date method, (2)
development of new detectors to verify calculation
results, and (3) improvement of dosimetry system
for radiological protection of aircraft crew. Some results
obtained by the team are open to public from the NIRS
web site "Japanese Internet System for Calculation of
Aviation Route Doses (JISCARD) ". In 2006, space
weather information (RSS data) from National Institute
of Communication Technology was put into JISCARD
and also the mobile-phone version of JISCARD was
developed and provided for the public.

Because many nuclear facilities are located in coastal
areas facing the Pacific Ocean and the Japan Sea, it is
very important to predict the environmental behavior,
and thus the fate of radionuclides in marine ecosystems.
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The group focuses on the development of highly
sensitive analytical methods for important
radionuclides (e. g., plutonium, americium, iodine
etc.) for which data are scarce, and provides data on
their activities and isotopic ratios to understand their
environmental behavior in marine ecosystems.

( :
Masatoshi Yamada)

The highly sensitive isotope dilution SF-ICP-MS
method combined with two-stage chromatographic
separation and purification was developed in order to
obtain precise plutonium (Pu) isotope composition in
seawater samples. Irish Sea water reference material
(IAEA-381) was analyzed for the activities of 239Pu and
240Pu and for the atom ratio of 240Pu/239Pu. The
experimentally established values were in good
agreement with the certified ones. For the 240Pu/239Pu
atom ratio, a value of 0.2315 ± 0.0008 with a high
precision (RSD, 0.35 %) was obtained, which was
much more precise than the information value of 0.22 ±
0.03 (RSD, 13.6 %) provided by the IAEA certification
report. It is our conviction that the precise determination
of Pu isotopes in this seawater reference material will
be useful for the validation of analytical method for the
study of radionuclides in the marine environment.

The 239+240Pu activities and 240Pu/239Pu atom ratios
were determined for the surface waters in the western
North Pacific Ocean, the Sulu and Indonesian Seas and
the South China Sea. The samples were collected by
using a built-in pumping system from an inlet at the
bottom of a research vessel (5 - 6 m below sea level).
The 240Pu/239Pu atom ratios ranged from 0.199 ± 0.026
to 0.248 ± 0.027, and were significantly higher than the
global stratospheric fallout ratio of 0.18. The
contributions of the North Pacific Proving Grounds
close-in fallout Pu were estimated to be 20 % for the
western North Pacific Ocean, 39 % for the Sulu and
Indonesian Seas and 42 % for the South China Sea by
using the two end-member mixing model. The higher
240Pu/239Pu atom ratios could be attributed to close-in
fallout Pu delivered from the Enewetak and Bikini
Atolls by ocean currents of branches of the North
Equatorial Current to the Southeast Asian seas.
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The biospheric assessment of radiation dose to
human beings related to the releases of long-lived
radionuclides from underground nuclear waste disposal
sites is very important for the peaceful use of atomic
energy. For thisassessment, radioecological transfermodels
and transfer parameters are needed. Environmental
conditions, such as climate, vegetation and soil, affect
these parameters. Additionally, agricultural products
and food customs in Japan differ from those in Europe
and North America. Therefore, we need to have our
own data in Japan.

In this office, environmental transfer parameters,
such as soil-to-crop transfer factors (TFs) and soil-soil
solution distribution coefficients (Kds), have been
collected throughout Japan. Analyses of stable isotopes
and some natural radioisotopes in crops and their
associated soils have been carried out in order to obtain
TFs under equilibrium conditions, while radiotracer
experiments have been applied for Kds in various soils.
Since rivers are one of the most important paths of
radionuclide transfer from waste disposal sites to
agricultural fields, chemical components ofmajor Japanese
rivers have also been determined and we published a
data book entitled "Elemental concentrations of
Japanese rivers (NIRS-M-200) ". In addition, the
transfer model for predicting the radionuclide behavior
in atmosphere-paddy soil-rice plant systems has been
developed.

The soil-to-plant transfer factor (TF), which is
defined as the concentration of an isotope in a crop (in
Bq kg-1 or mg kg-1 dry weight [DW]) divided by the
concentration of the isotope in soil (in Bq kg-1 or mg

kg-1 DW), is important for long-term radiation dose
assessment.

It is necessary to obtain TF data for long-lived
radionuclides under equilibrium conditions ; some
naturally occurring radionuclides in the environment
such as 226Ra, 232Th, and 235, 238U, and fallout
radionuclides derived from atmospheric nuclear
weapons testing such as 90Sr and 137Cs have been
present in the environment for more than 40 years.
However, many long-lived radionuclides generated in
nuclear power plants do not exist in the natural
environment and there is a general lack of knowledge
on their environmental behavior over decades. To fill
these gaps, measurement of TF values of naturally
existing elements rather than radioactive nuclides can
be a powerful tool to obtain TF values under
equilibrium conditions. It has been reported that the
TF values of fallout 137Cs are 3-6 times higher than
those of native Cs suggesting that physico-chemical
forms of global fallout 137Cs differ slightly from naturally
occurring stable Cs TF data for fallout 137Cs and stable
Cs for crops collected from the 2002 to 2005 are plotted
for comparison in Fig. 1. The values were similar but
the TF for 137Cs was usually higher than that the TF for
stable cesium (p<0.01).

The phenomenon can be explained as follows. Fallout
137Cs is more mobile and more easily adsorbed by plants
than stable Cs in the soil. Stable Cs is present in the
interlayer lattice of clays where it is relatively non labile
compared with 137Cs. However, 137Cs and stable Cs
have reached an approximately isotopic equilibrium in
the bioavailable fraction in the soils ; therefore, the TF
value for stable Cs can be used to evaluate long-term
transfer of 137Cs in the environment. The same
reasoning can be adopted for other elements. For
several radioisotopes, there is/are stable isotope (s),
such as 88Sr for 90Sr, 127I for 129I and 133Cs for 135, 137Cs,
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so that the stable isotopes can serve as analogues.

To obtain local TFs of long-lived radionuclides under
natural/equilibrium conditions, we used above mentioned
hypothesis, and thus analyses of stable isotopes and
natural radioisotopes in rice and wheat grains and their
associated soils collected throughout Japan were
carried out. We focused on rice, because the
consumption of rice is high in Japan and other Asian
countries. About 50 elements such as Cs, Sr, Th and
U in plant and soil samples were measured by ICP-MS
and ICP-OES.

TF values of 36 elements (Li, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P,
K, Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As,
Se, Rb, Sr, Mo, Cd, Sn, Cs, Ba, La, Ce, Pr,
Nd, Eu, Tb, Ho, Pb, Th and U) obtained for brown
rice samples are listed in Table 1. TFs of C (most of
which is accumulated from the atmosphere) and N, and
Ga, Hf and W (numbers of measured samples were
less than 50% of total sample numbers) are not listed.
The probability distributions of TFs for Mn, Co, Sr,
Cs, La, Th and U were recognized as log-normal type
distributions. Other elements showed a similar trend.
Thus the arithmetic mean was not used, but GM and
95% lower and upper confidence limits were calculated
as reported in TRS-364.

The highest GM of TF (TF-GM) for brown rice was
observed for P followed by Mo, Zn, Mg, K and Rb.
In upland field crops, the highest TF-GM was observed
for K followed by P, Rb, Mo, Mg and Zn as reported
previously. From these results, TF-GMs had the same
tendency for these crops, however, TF-GMs were
usually low in brown rice and white rice.

The TFs for brown rice for selected elements, Mn,
Co, Ni, Zn, Sr, Cs, Pb, and U were compared with
those for cereals in TRS-364. We used 'expected' values
in TRS-364, which were essentially best estimates ;
the compiled data were analyzed to estimate an
expected value for TFs so that the value is considered
typical or most likely to occur, and GM calculated from
compiled data is called an expected value. The expected
values of Mn, Co, Ni (wheat), Zn (wheat), Sr, Cs,
Pb, and U listed in TRS-364 were 3.0E-3, 3.7E-3,
3.0E-2, 8.8E-1, 1.2E-1 (clay, loam pH=6), 1.0E-2
(clay, loam pH=6), 4.7E-3, and 1.3E-3, respectively,
while TF-GMs of these elements obtained in this study
were 4.6E-2, 9.3E-4, 1.3E-2, 2.4E-1, 3.1E-3, 9.5E-4,
2.8E-4, and 5.6E-5, respectively. The present TF
values were lower than the expected values in
TRS-364. Thus, when TFs compiled in TRS-364 were
used, it would be necessary to consider that the values
were higher than observed in the natural environment.

It is likely that differences of plant species, water
management practices and amounts of elements in
plant available fractions in soil affect the TFs.

We have collected Kd values using several radionuclides,
such as 137Cs, 75Se, and 85Sr. Among these isotopes,
Se is of great interest because it takes anionic forms
under the natural soil environment. Its long-lived
radioisotope, 79Se, a fission product from 235U, is a
major radionuclide that must be considered in long-
term environmental dose assessment due to its long
half-life (1.1 million years). In addition, Se is an
essential element, but it is also toxic to animals
including humans when ingested excessively. Soil
contamination with Se will become a bigger problem in
the future because Se consumption for industrial
purposes is increasing. Therefore, it is important to
have knowledge about the mobility of Se in surface
soils. Thus, further studies on Se sorption mechanisms
in soil were carried out.

There have been some reports about the mobility of
Se in soil. Compared to metallic elements, Se mobility
is higher ; however, its mobility is lower than that of
anionic elements, such as technetium and iodine. The
mobility of Se in soil would be affected by various
factors, such as active Al content and active Fe content.
Also, soil pH is recognized as an important factor
affecting Se sorption on soil. However, sufficient
studies detailing Se sorption kinetics on soil organic
matter are lacking. Humic substances, one of the main
forms of soil organic matter, can be classified into humic
acid (HA), fulvic acid (FA), and humin. The present
study dealt with HA because it is present in greater
amounts than FA in some Japanese soil types, and it is
an important factor influencing Se sorption. In this
study these two kinetic models were discussed as a
function of the initial Se concentration and solid/liquid
ratio to show Se sorption mechanisms on HA.

Se sorption on HA was investigated as a function of
initial Se concentration and solid/liquid ratio using the
batch sorption test. It was found that the kinetics of Se
sorption on HA was described by the pseudo-second
order reaction model, and the sorption mechanism on
HA was not a single process one, but it would be
explained as specific sorption and/or non-specific
sorption due to ionic strengths. Additionally, the
relationships of the amount of sorbed Se on HA as a
function of initial Se concentration or solid/liquid ratio
were obtained. With these empirical equations, the 3-
D empirical equation of the amount of sorbed Se as a
function of initial Se concentration and solid/liquid ratio
was described. The results showed that the equation
fitted well, and thus, Se sorption mechanism would be
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expected to be multiple processes. By using the 3-D
empirical equation, environmental assessments of soil
contamination would be done more accurately for some
contaminant types.
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Li Na Mg Al Si P K Ca Ti V Cr Mn
N*1 44 50 50 36 50 50 50 50 42 50 50 50

Minimum 1.8E-5 3.2E-4 8.8E-2 2.3E-6 9.3E-5 3.7E-1 8.7E-2 2.2E-3 3.5E-5 2.1E-6 2.3E-4 1.7E-2
Maximum 3.6E-4 6.9E-3 2.4E+0 2.5E-4 2.7E-3 9.4E+0 7.8E-1 4.6E-2 4.2E-4 3.2E-4 1.9E-2 1.2E-1

Max. /Min. 19 21 27 109 29 25 9 21 12 149 81 7
Median 7.2E-5 9.9E-4 2.0E-1 2.0E-5 5.1E-4 2.5E+0 2.0E-1 8.4E-3 1.4E-4 5.0E-5 1.8E-3 4.9E-2

Geometric Mean 6.2E-5 9.8E-4 2.4E-1 2.2E-5 5.2E-4 2.4E+0 2.2E-1 8.8E-3 1.4E-4 4.6E-5 2.0E-3 4.6E-2
Lower 95% confidence limit 1.6E-5 2.6E-4 5.8E-2 3.8E-6 1.3E-4 7.5E-1 7.5E-2 2.1E-3 5.9E-5 9.3E-6 1.6E-4 1.8E-2
Upper 95% confidence limit 2.4E-4 3.7E-3 9.6E-1 1.3E-4 2.2E-3 7.9E+0 6.2E-1 3.7E-2 3.4E-4 2.3E-4 2.4E-2 1.2E-1

Fe Co Ni Cu Zn As Se Rb Sr Mo Cd Sn
N*1 50 49 50 50 50 50 41 50 48 50 50 43

Minimum 7.5E-5 2.4E-4 3.4E-3 3.2E-2 7.3E-2 3.0E-3 9.5E-3 8.8E-3 9.6E-4 2.8E-1 9.0E-3 1.0E-3
Maximum 1.3E-3 6.4E-3 8.7E-2 3.5E-1 6.8E-1 3.4E-2 2.9E-1 2.2E+0 1.0E-2 3.4E+0 1.1E+0 1.7E-1

Max. /Min. 17 27 26 11 9 11 30 251 11 12 127 172
Median 2.9E-4 9.1E-4 1.2E-2 1.0E-1 2.5E-1 9.1E-3 7.0E-2 1.2E-1 3.1E-3 7.0E-1 7.8E-2 5.0E-3

Geometric Mean 2.9E-4 9.3E-4 1.3E-2 1.0E-1 2.4E-1 9.2E-3 6.7E-2 1.2E-1 3.1E-3 7.6E-1 9.4E-2 6.4E-3
Lower 95% confidence limit 9.8E-5 2.7E-4 2.8E-3 3.5E-2 1.0E-1 2.6E-3 1.7E-2 1.2E-2 1.1E-3 2.3E-1 8.8E-3 5.6E-4
Upper 95% confidence limit 8.4E-4 3.2E-3 6.1E-2 3.1E-1 5.7E-1 3.3E-2 2.6E-1 1.1E+0 9.1E-3 2.5E+0 1.0E+0 7.3E-2

Cs Ba La Ce Pr Nd Eu Tb Ho Pb Th U
N*1 50 50 45 33 29 37 27 32 27 50 40 32

Minimum 1.3E-4 3.4E-4 1.8E-5 1.9E-6 1.7E-5 1.8E-5 7.5E-5 5.1E-5 2.4E-5 8.8E-5 2.2E-5 8.6E-6
Maximum 1.6E-2 7.8E-3 4.2E-4 3.4E-4 4.9E-4 4.1E-4 1.7E-3 2.4E-3 1.4E-3 3.5E-3 8.3E-4 3.1E-4

Max. /Min. 122 23 24 180 29 23 22 46 58 39 37 36
Median 7.1E-4 2.0E-3 4.7E-5 3.5E-5 6.1E-5 4.7E-5 2.4E-4 2.4E-4 1.7E-4 2.4E-4 9.4E-5 4.9E-5

Geometric Mean 9.5E-4 1.8E-3 4.9E-5 3.3E-5 6.4E-5 5.0E-5 2.6E-4 2.8E-4 1.8E-4 2.8E-4 1.0E-4 5.6E-5
Lower 95% confidence limit 9.9E-5 4.4E-4 1.3E-5 3.9E-6 1.1E-5 1.3E-5 6.2E-5 5.8E-5 2.6E-5 6.6E-5 1.9E-5 9.8E-6
Upper 95% confidence limit 9.1E-3 7.2E-3 1.8E-4 2.8E-4 3.7E-4 1.9E-4 1.1E-3 1.3E-3 1.2E-3 1.2E-3 5.7E-4 3.2E-4

Table 1 Soil-to-brown rice transfer factors of 36 elements on dry weight basis

*1 : Numbers of samples for which concentrations were determined.

Fig. 1 Relationship between TF-137Cs and TF- stable native 133Cs for various crops.
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